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Since 1978, when China adopted the present open-door policy,
there has been a substantial growth in China's trading activities
with the rest of the world. As a large undeveloped market with a
billion population, China undoubtedly offers a lot of business
opportunities. It is, therefore, worthwhile to study its intriguing
institutional set-up and the Chinese buying behaviour and see how
they affect product marketing in China.
Sanitarywares has been chosen as the particular kind of product
to be studied. In the paper, the writers will assess the market
potential for sanitarywares and outline the institutional framework
involved in importing sanitarywares into China. The Chinese buying
process and behaviour is then analysed. Based on information and
experience drawn from various people interviewed, some practical
recommendations are given, both for those with a long-term profit
obi ective and those with a short-tern one
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this research paper is to assess the market
potential for sanitarywares in China and, based on a study of the
institutional framework and buying behaviour of the people involved,
arrive at some recommendations-on strategies to be adopted in marketing
sanitarywares in China.
Although sanitarywares has been chosen to provide a focus, it
should not diminish the general applicability of the content and
findings of the paper to marketing of other products, especially
industrial products, in China.
China's Open Door Policy and Business
Opportunities for Foreigners
In 1978, China launched the Four Modernization programme with
main emphasis on agriculture, industry, national defence and technology.
Economic reform was announced as a national policy to catch up with the
developed countries, to speed up efficiency and productivity, and to
achieve the goal of quadrupling the national income by the year 2000.
This was followed in 1979 by the open-door policy for the importing
of overseas capital and technology to speed up the modernization
programme. Under this policy, four Special Economic Zones, namely
Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Shantou and Xiamen, were set up to attract foreign
investments with preferential treatment on taxes and duties. In April
1984, 14 coastal cities and Hainan Island were also opened to foreign
investors.
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This has opened up a lot of new opportunities for China traders.
With 1 billion population and a technology level which has lagged far
behind the developed countries, China is a market which few can afford
to overlook. Hong Kong, being on the southern coastline of China and
with ninety-eight per cent of its people being of Chinese origin,
speaking and writing Chinese, is advantageously positioned to exploit
the opportunities. It is undoubtedly the best station and stepping
stone for doing business with China.
Market for Sanitarywares
In order for China to accomplish the targets set in its
modernization programme, a lot of construction work has to be done.
Plants and factories have to be built before products can be produced.
Offices and apartments must be constructed to house the foreign
investors and their employees. And hotels have to be put up to
accommodate foreign visitors. This means the demand for construction-
related items, including sanitarywares, is going to be great in China.
The design and quality of sanitarywares manufactured in China are
still not up to international standards. It has been generally
accepted that offices, apartments and hotels for foreigners must be
fitted with imported sanitarywares. Since hotels for foreign visitors
are largest users of imported sanitarywares, it is fair to say that
the number of such hotel rooms to be constructed is a good indicator
of the demand for the latter. With tourism flourishing since the
adoption of open-door policy, there appears to be a very good potential
for the import of sanitarywares into China.
Recent Developments
In those early days, the most successful China traders seem all
to be big spenders who entertain their Chinese customers lavishly
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with free trips outside China, banquets at five-star hotels, cartons
of imported cigarettes and bottles of cognac. Some might even use
expensive gifts-like colour television sets, refrigerators, Hi-fi or
cash as bribes to lure their Chinese customers into business with
them.
After suffering deceit and fraud from dishonest traders, the
Chinese have become increasingly shrewd in dealing with foreign
traders. Marketing has become a much more sophisticated job in
China recent developments have even made it an extremely difficult
task.
Decentralisation in the power to trade has led to excessive
imports, particularly consumer products like colour television sets
and refrigerators. Besides causing a substantial trade deficit, it
has also drained a considerable portion of the valuable foreign
exchange of the Chinese government. Hence in 1985, the central
government tightened up its control over foreign exchange,
recentralised power to import and introduced an overall contraction
in bank credit to halt the overheated economy, excessive imports,
in particular. Selling products to China has suddenly become much
more difficult. Not only does one have to find someone who wants
to buy, one has also to ascertain if he has the necessary foreign
exchange and the necessary approval and import license and to be
ready for surprises, like a sudden increase in import duty or
adjustment tax. It has thus become even more important to understand
the business environment before plunging into China trade.
The Objectives
The basic objectives of this paper are:
1. To assess the market potential of sanitarywares in China,
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2. To investigate the business environment in China.
3. To devise marketing strategies for companies with short-term or
long-term profit objectives.
4. To find out common problems faced by most China traders and
suest possible solutions.
Scope of Research
The methodology adopted in this paper and the information
sources used will be explained in Chapter II. Then in Chapter III,
based on official statistics and information obtained from various
sources, the writers will analyse the development of the hotel
industry in China, in an attempt to assess the market potential
for imported sanitarywares in China. After establishing the market
potential, we will then proceed to study the special characteristics
of the China market. In Chapter IV, there will be an analysis on
the development and existing state of the institutional framework
relevant to a China trader. Topics like importing procedures and
payments methods will be covered. Chapter V focuses more specifically
on the decision making process involved in purchasing sanitarywares
in China. The role and importance of each of the players involved
are analysed to see how much influence each has on the purchasing
decision. The pecularities in the buying behaviour of the Chinese
are also examined. These two chapters are written with the benefit
of vast experience of the people interviewed and contain quite a few
good suggestions to those who want to engage in China Trade.
The recommendations on strategies to be adopted in marketing
sanitarywares in China are stmunarised in Chapter VI. While some of
the recommendations may be caruion to all markets, most of them are
obvious conclusions from the findings of the preceding chapters on
the China market.
5CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY AND INFORMATION SOURCES
Before going into the main body of the research paper, we
would like to, first of all, explain the way we approach the topic
and the sources of our information.
Methodology
As mentioned in last chapter, one of the objectives of this
research paper is to assess, through a study of the hotel industry,
,the potential of the sanitarywares market in China. Hotels as a
group is probably the largest buyer of imported sanitarywares in
China. Most of the new hotels in China are developed with foreign
visitors and Chinese compatriots from Hong Kong and Macau as target
customers. As it is generally accepted that hotels for foreign
visitors should be equipped with imported sanitarywares, the number
of new hotel rooms to be constructed is a fairly good indicator of
the demand for imported sanitarywares.
In the chapter that follows, we will first of all look into
the demand and supply situation of hotel rooms for foreign visitors
in China. To avoid the pitfalls of blind optimism, we will also take
into consideration problems in the development of hotels in China and
possible oversupply of hotels owing to haste expansion. For the four
major cities selected, namely Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and
Shenzhen, the number of hotel rooms to be constructed will be estimated
and used as an indicator of the demand for imported sanitarvwares.
6A thorough understanding of the institutional framework and
Chinese mentality is considered to be critical in an attempt to tap
the potentials*of the China market. By referring to publications,
interviews with businessmen and officials and actual experience, we
have tried to outline the essential elements in doing business with
China and cane up with some suggestions on how to trade with China.
Depending on whether the company has a short term or longer term
perspective, recommendations are given in the areas of product,
pricing, promotion and distribution.
Information Sources
The marked shortage of systematic and reliable data has been
a major headache for researchers studying about China. Although
with the change in political and economic policies in 1977, China
has reorganized its State Statistical Bureau with an aim to strengthen
the collection and presentation of statistics for supporting the
country's drive towards modernization, there are still too many gaps
to be filled in the statistical information available. Therefore,
we have relied in this report quite a lot on other publications and
primary data sources.
Press and Publications
The press is a valuable source of information on China. Since
trade with China is highly vulnerable to the changeability of China's
policies, up-to-date information on the state of affairs in China is
important to all China traders. Statements appearing in the press and
other publications are often good indicators of the future trend of
China's policy towards foreign trade.
Local Companies
Many companies in Hong Kong have estabilshect business connections
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with China. Their experience in developing China trade for their
products should be a useful guide for newcomers. The writers have
talked to some of these China traders to obtain their.advice and
comments.
Trade Develoment Council
The Trade Development Council of Hong Kong have produced
several reports and publications on various aspects of China's trade
and economy. The information provided is also helpful to the present
study.
Chinese Officials
Sometimes, through personal contacts with Chinese officials,
one can obtain information which they are not prepared to reveal to
the public. Such information, in most cases, is a much more accurate
picture of the state of affairs in China and provides a better
indication of the trends of thoughts in the central, provincial or
municipal governments.
Summary
Despite the difficulties in obtaining the complete information
required for this research, we managed to have access to the key
information. Together with the working experience of the writers
in China trade, the information obtained are studied and analyzed,
part of which are extracted in the following chapters to form the
basis of our recommendation.
8CHAPTER III
MARKET DEMAND FOR SANITARYWARES IN CHINA
Our first task in this report is to assess the market potential
for imported sanitarywares in China. Unfortunately, the import
statistics published by the State Statistical Bureau do not show
sanitarywares as a separate item. However, as stated earlier, it
can be assumed that number of hotel rooms to be constructed is a
fairly reliable indicator of the market demand for sanitarywares in
China. So, in this chapter, we will study the hotel industry in
China and analyse the market characteristics as well as the market
potentials of four major cities in China in order to get a feel of
the market potential for imported sanitarywares in China.
The China Hotel Industry
Since the opening up of China in 1979, the country has become
an extremely popular tourist destination. There are now more than
150 cities opened to foreigners and many more are in the pipeline.
Illustration 1 is a chart showing the dramatic increase in the
number of visitors to China.
It is highlighted here that the increase of number of visitors
to China has been dramatically increased by 12 million since the
opening up in 1978. An even sharper increase is expected from
1984 to 1987. In 1987, the number of visitors is forecasted at
27 million, more than double the figure in 1984. 'When better
transportation and accomrr elation facilities are provided by China,
the rate of increase in number of visitors will be further boosted
up by increase of tourists.
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ILLUSTRATION 1




















The rapid increase in the number of visitors to China has
certainly put considerable strains on the transport, communication
and other infrastructural facilities of the country. But since foreign
visitors generate much of the needed foreign exchange, China is expected
to continue to encourage foreign visitors. With further opening up of
the country and increased economic development, we can expect the rapid
growth in foreign visitors to continue.
To cope with the increasing number of visitors, provision of
domestic transport and communication facilities, food and accommodation
is of paramount importance. However, the number of hotel rooms for
foreign visitors is very limited in most cities. Except for a few
places in Guangdong Province, hotel occupancy rates have been very high.
Naturally, hotel owners and operators have been making handsome profits,
and more important, such profits are largely in foreign exchange, as
foreign visitors are required to pay in foreign exchange. As a result,
renovation and development of hotels for foreign visitors has been the
most popular investment item in China. According to a survey by the
National Tourism Association, 76 new or renovation hotels suitable for
foreign visitors were opened during 1978-84, of which 18 had foreign
financing. A hundred more are planned for completion by the end of
1987
From the above, it appears that imported sanitarywares should
have bright. prospects in China since hotels suitable for foreign visitors
are major users of imported sanitarywares. However, one has to be
careful before arriving at such a conclusion because it has been
suggested that less than 50% of the hotel projects which have been
announced or planned are likely to reach completion. Some of the major
reasons for non-completion are:
1. No in-depth feasibility studies have been conducted for most of the
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new hotels planned. As everybody jumps onto the bandwagon,
potential oversupply of hotel rooms looms over most of the major
cities in China. Some of the hotels planned or under construction
might eventually have to be altered for some other end-uses or
simply cancelled.
2. China's transportation, energy and other infrastructural facilities
are already overloaded. Without a substantial improvement in these
areas, it is precarious to assume that the projected rapid increase
in tourist arrivals will actually materialise.
3. After the tightening up in foreign exchange as well as Renminbi
credit, it has become much more difficult in arranging finance for
hotel projects. Guarantees from Chinese organisations, which used
to cover 100 per cent of the project amount now normally cover only
70 per cent. For large-scale projects like international standard
hotels, this means only investors with solid financial background
can obtain bank finance.
4. Many investors have found that doing a joint venture in China can
be costly. In many cases, besides investing in the hotel itself,
they are required to provide sewage, water or electricity system
for the whole area in order to have access to such utilities.
The control they have on wages of local staff is very limited as
the state can always ask for an increase to compensate for the
cheap lodctinQ, health care, etc. provided for the employees.
Hence, although the long-term growth prospects of tourism in
China are good provided that the existing open-door policy is maintained,
we can expect to see an oversupply in hotel rooms in some of the major
cities in Chula and a consequent drop in hotel construction in the
next few years. Since many of the hotels planned might not be completed,
it will be extremely important for a marketer of sanitarywares to identify
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the ones that would actually go ahead to avoid wasting time and energy
on those which will not go beyond the drafting board.
geographical Submarket Characteristics
With twenty-nine provinces and three hundred cities located in
a vast area of 9.6 million km2, China is too big a market to be
completely covered.
Notwithstanding the huge geographical area and high population,
some of the provinces have limited market demand for imported products
Business opportunity in these areas is slim at the present stage.
Shortly following the launching of Four Modernizations programme,
four Special Economic Zones were set up in 1980, viz. Shenzhen, Xiamen,
Zhuhai and Shantou. These Special Economic Zones are designed to be
self-contained, export-based centres under provincial role. Overseas
investors are granted preferential treatment regarding taxes and duties
so as to create a favourable environment for their investments.
Four years after the setting up of Special Economic Zones, the
12th Central Committee of the Communist Party of China at its 3rd
Plenary session in 1984 reaffirmed the country's continuation of the
open-door policy vitalizing the internal economy, opening to the
outside, and giving more autonomy to the provinces. In April 1984,
fourteen coastal cities 1 and Hainan Island were opened to foreign
investors. These fourteen cities contain a population of more than
seventy million and enjoy good access, especially from the sea. These
cities were expected to play a leading role in developing the central
and western Hart of China.
The Fourteen coastal cities are in the ascending order to the
north: Beihai, Zhangjiang, Guangzhou, Fuzhou, Wenzhou, Ningbo, Shanghai
Nantong, Lianyungang, Qingdao, Yantai, Tianjin, Dalian, Qinhuangdao.
Please refer to Illustration 2: Major coastal cities of China.
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MAJOR COASTAL CITIES OF CHINA
Yellow
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廣 州 Guangzhou 汕 頭 Swatow
北 海 Beihai
深 圳 Shenzhen
香 港 Hong Kong
珠 海 Zhuhai
湛 江 Zhanjiang
海 南 島 Hainan Dao
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In 1985, the open-door policy has been further pursued through
plans to establish three development zones, viz. the Pearl River Delta,
the Changjiang Delta, and the Xiamen, Zhangzhou and Quanzhou Delta.
Chongqing has also been made an inland open city. It was also.
disclosed in July 1985 that Jiaodong Peninsula and Liaodong Peninsula
would also be.opened to foreign investors.
Among these cities with special treatment and policies for foreign
trade and investment, it was found that some of them e.g. Shantou,
Beihai and Qinhuangdao etc. do not have the basic requirements to be
developed. Transportation, communication and usable land in these
cities are far below the minimum standard. Consequently, there have
been very poor response and interest from foreign investors and traders
in these areas.
In 1985, China openly admitted that the sudden opening up of the
fourteen coastal cities is over-ambitious and not realistic. It was
alleged that concentration and emphasis should be placed at Tianjin,
Guangzhou, Dalian and Shanghai.
The terms of investments in the fourteen coastal cities, the
special economic zones, the economic -technological development zones
and other cities are listed in Appendix 1: Preferential taxation for
Equity Joint Foreign Investment in China.
For simplicity, our analysis of geographical sub-markets are
confined to the four most important ones, viz. Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou and Shenzhen. These four places are prevailingly the first
four choices for businessmen opening up offices in China.
Beijing
Population: City proper 5.8 million
(9.5 million includincr counties)
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Area : City proper 2,700 km2
(17,000 km2 including counties
The origin of Beijing, China's capital city, lie among the very
earliest known traces of mankind.
Tourism in Beijing is developing rapidly. During 1983, some
509,000 tourists stayed in the capital's 41 hotels. The city has
been a pioneer in the use of foreign investment, particularly for
joint-venture hotels, an air-catering company and joint-venture
restaurants. Consequently, standard of service, and also unfortunately
prices, have risen all round for foreign visitors and residents during
the past several years.
A new plan, formed on the basis of the old plan, was started in
'September 1982, and ratified by the Party's Central Committee and the
State Council in July 1983.
The overall plan for Beijing's Future Development stretches
through to the year 2,000. The aim is to transform Beijing into a
modern city, whilst also reflecting its rich culture, history and
tradition.
Renovation of the old city, whilst maintaining its traditional
style, is to be a priority, but the scale of the problem is vast-
it is reported that 80 per cent of the 13 million square meters of
buildings left in the old city areas need repair. There is a particular
lack of proper drainage, gas supply and heating systems. Strict building
regulations will be issued compelling new buildings erected near ancient
ones to blend in style and size.
In order to solve housing problems, resiaents w111 oe graauaily
dispersed to new estates in six areas in the inner suburbs (east,
southeast, south, west, northwest and north) which will have adjacent
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new shopping centres, service and cultural facilities. In the far
suburbs three new satellite towns are to be developed- Changping
County in the northwest, Miyun County in the northeast,and Fangshan
County in the southwest. By the year 2,000, the population should
stabilise at 10 million, with four million in the urban area.
People in Beijing are more bureaucratic and conservative. More
patience should be paid in dealing with them.
Shanghai
Population: City proper 6.9 million
(1.2 million including counties)
Area : City proper 340 km2
(6,186 }n2 including counties)
Despite Shanghai's long history on the dominant economic centre
of China, in recent years the city's growth in certain sectors of the
economy has been disappointing. Numerous reasons have contributed to
this situation, including foot-dragging in implementing reform, the
burden of high revenue contributions to the Central Government and
infrastructure problem.
In 1984, however, Shanghai's relatively lacklustre performance
became the subject of Central Government attention. Following visits
by top Chinese leaders in late 1984, the State Council issued a circular
stating the crucial importance of Shanghai to China's modernization and
signalling a major shift in the focal points of the city's growth.
While continuing to function as an industrial base, Shanghai should
expand and capitalize on its advantages as China's biggest port, her
biggest domestic and international trade centre, and a major centre
for science, technology and finance.
Since late 1984, Shanghai has then been allowed to retain a
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significantly larger portion of its foreign exchange earnings (an
increase that could be as large as US$770 million over the 1983
level), which should help to expand its ability to import and to make
investments both for production and basic infrastructures.
It is believed that Shanghainese are tough business partners.
Shanghainese are generally good diplomat and unlikely to openly express
what they actually think. Because of their pomposity, businessmen may
be misled and can be consumed tremendous efforts and resources chasing
for business opportunities which are virtually remote or scarcely
successful. In addition, Shanghainese have favouritisms to give
business to their clansmen who speak fluent Shanghainese dialect in
a more intimate manner.
Guangzhou
Population: City proper 3.2 million
(7 million including counties)
Area : City proper 1,345 km2
(16,657 km including counties)
Three of the four Special Economic Zones were established in
Guangdong. Two of Guangdong's cities were granted authority to set
up economic and technological zones oriented towards foreign investment.
The province's Hainan Island was granted extended authority and flexible
measures to speed development. The selection of Guangdong for these
policies was based on a multitude of factors which render the province
an especially suitable areas for rapid development and foreign
investment. Guangzhou, as the provincial capital of Guangdong, hence
becomes a major city which attracts most businessmen's attention.
Apart from the economic, cultural and communication centre of
Guangdong, Guangzhou is also the sixth largest city in China, an
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important international gateway and trading port. Since 1957, it has
hosted the Chinese Export Commodities Fair (Canton Fair), and its port
Huangpu, is the sixth largest in China in terms of cargo volume.
As most Hong Kong businessmen are Cantonese, there is no language
problem between Guangzhounese (same as Cantonese) and Hong Kong business-
men. Also because of geographical vicinity, Guangzhou has then become
a very popular trading place for Hong Kong businessmen.
Shenzhen
Population: City proper 190 thousand
(440 thousand including counties)
Area : City proper 328 km2
(2,021 km including counties)
Shenzhen Special Economic Zone is by far the largest of all the
zones in terms of both foreign investment and size. Shenzhen is situated
in the Pearl River Delta of Guangdong and is just across the border from
Honq Konq.
Shenzhen has experienced dramatic growth since the establishment
of the zone in 1980. From a tiny agricultural and fishing region with
only 30,000 people, a large municipality has emerged with a population
of 440,000 of which about 130,000 are temporary workers who have come
to the zone to fulfil labour requirements. Other figures demonstrate
the economic boom that has taken place in Shenzhen. Compared with its
pre-zone status in 1978, Shenzhen's total industrial output value and
financial revenue in 1983 had increased by over eleven times and local
foreign exchange income had doubled.
Up to now, Shenzhen is the most modern city in China with the
most rapid development. However, the building construction in Shenzhen
is too speculative. Shenzhen's future role is now identified as
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industrial zone. The prospective oversupply of hotel rooms, offices
and expatriate apartments poses a big problem for the Chinese Government
to solve.
From April 1986, there will be a second border in the outer boundary
of Shenzhen separating Shenzhen from the rest of southern China. More
relaxed custom and visa requirements will be launched making Shenzhen
the special Special Economic Zone.
Market Potential In Submarkets
The hotel supply and occupancy level forecasts are explored for
the four major cities discussed in the preceding section. For the
following lists of hotel construction projects in Table 2, 3, 4 and 5,
there is no guarantee that the projects will be firmly completed.
In fact, the number of hotel projects conceived at the preliminary
stage considerably exceeds our compiled lists containing hotel projects
which are deemed to be the ones with more concrete status and better
opportunity to be implemented. It is worthy to mention here that
most of the hotels to be built pertain to luxury international class.
However, as the foreign currency control is tightened and keen competition
among luxury hotels is forecasted, indiscriminate building of luxury
hotels will come to a pause and many planned ones will be degraded to
suit budget requirement and market demand.
Visitors Arrivals
Since the opening up of China to foreign businessmen and tourists
in 1979, visitors to China have increased more than twelve-fold.
Visitors can primarily be classified as foreign businessmen,
overseas Chinese businessmen, foreign and overseas Chinese tourists.
In the following analysis, we have forecasted visitor arrivals
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in the four major cities. Together with the anticipated hotel rooms
supply, occupancy rates for the hotels in those cities are computed.
Illustration 3: Increase in hotel rooms and Table 1: Projected
occupancy levels are to be read in conjunction with the following
sub-sections.
Beijing
There are currently 13,600 hotel rooms in Beijing. The present
occupancy rate is almost 100%.
Hotel rooms planned totally 7,588 rooms to be completed before
1987.
With the projected forecast of visitor arrivals, the occupancy
levels are still 100%.
Shanghai
For Shanghai, there was no hotel completed in 1985. The number
of hotel rooms supply will then be kept constant at 3,000 rooms through-
out 1984 and 1985
Notwithstanding the substantial increase in hotel rooms supply
in 1986 and 1987, the projected occupancy levels are 100% in view of
the forecasted hicrh visitor arrivals.
Guangzhou
Visitor arrivals to Guangzhou drop when more direct international
flights are connected between other major cities in China and Hong Kong
or other places. Businessmen also begin to shift their focus to other
cities with better marketing potential. These factors plus the further
increase in hotel rooms supply makes our projected occupancy levels
drop significantly to 77% and 49% in 1986 and 1987 respectively.
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ILLUSTRATION 3
















1984 1985 1986 1987
Cities Number of rooms available
Beijing 11,318 13,602 15,114 18,906
Shanghai 3,000 3,000 6,045 11,475
5,402Guangzhou 6,548 6,548 10,148




% increase of rooms Projected Occupancy
Cities
Levels (%)year on year
1985 1986 1987 1985 1986 1987
Beij ing 20 11 25 100 100 100
102 100100 100Shanghai 90
49100 7721 55Guangzhou
40 4060206Shenzhen 76 62
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TABLE 2
HOTEL PROJECTS PLANNED FOR BEIJING
Expected


















HOTEL PROJECTS PLANNED FOR SHANGHAI
Expected
Hotels Completion Rooms Total
Date
Chengqiao 1986 200
Hotel Nikko Longbai 1986 471
Hongkou 1986 800
Jinjiang Extension 1986 730
Ruijin Building 1986 204
Shanghai Asia Hotel 1986 640 3,045
Jiah' an Hilton 1987 800
Huating 1987 1,000
Honggiao 1987 700
Exhibition Centre 1987 700
Tang Bridge 1987 600
Sun Garden Hotel 1987 750
Shui On/CYTS 3001987
Dingshan 1987 200








Yun Shan Hotel 4461985
International 1985 300
Exhibition Centre
400Jiangnan Hotel 1985 1,146







HOTEL PROJECTS PLANNED FOR SHENZHEN
Expected






140Club Mediteranee 1985 909
Golden Hill 1986 104
Xili Building 1986 210
Customs Building 1986 600
Asia 1986 605
International 4001986
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9,270
27Shenzhen
Hotel accommodation throughout this Special Economic Zone was
previously limited to small guest houses for the local'Chinese
population. With the creation of the Special Economic Zones and the
introduction of foreign investment into Shenzhen, there was a need
for good quality, modern business accommodation. The result has been
a proliferation of hotel projects none of which are yet in operation,
with the exception of a few resort hotels catering to tourists.
Given the present limited demand for hotel rooms in Shenzhen, it
is difficult to justify the increased 9,270 roams. The situation becomes
even worse when the closing time of the Shenzhen/Hong Kong border at
Luohu defers from 8:30 pm to 10:00 pm which allows more people returning
back to Hong Kong at night time.
Unless the role and position of Shenzhen changes, the hotel
occupancy rates will be very low. Therefore, it is expected that
progress of hotel construction will be deliberately sluggish. Some
hotel projects may even be aborted.
SLmunary
To summarise, we have examined, in this chapter, the hotel industry
in China, the sub-market characteristics and market potentials of four
major cites. While the expected hotel occupancy rates in Guangzhou and
Shenzhen for the next few years cast doubts over continuation of the
current construction boom, there is certainly a very substantial demand
for sanitarywares generated by the large number of hotel rooms to be
constructed or renovated in the near future for all four cities. Of
course, in anticipation of the possible slowdown in hotel construction
in Guangzhou and Shenzhen, concentration of resources in these two areas
should be avoided unless profit can be reaped in a short span of time.
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In the above, we have seen that the barriers of entry for the markets
in Beijing and Shanghai are higher. However, in view of the substantial
business opportunities for the short term as well as the longer term
future, it is worthy to invest resources in these two cities. In the
next two chapters, we will look into the institutional framework and
the buying behaviour of the China market to see how these market




We have, in the last chapter, established that there is a
substantial market potential for sanitarywares in China, at least
for the next three years.
China, being a communist country, has an institutional set-up
which is very much different from that of Hong Kong. Therefore,
before we proceed to recommend marketing strategies to tackle this
market, we have to profoundly analyze the institutional framework
of China.
'China's Foreicm Trade. StructurE
Since the policy of opening to the outside world was adopted
in 1978, China has experimented with a series of reforms in its
foreign trade administration and management structure. The Foreign
Trade Ministry's monopoly of trade with other countries was put to
an end. Other ministries, governments of provinces, autonomous
regions, municipalities are allowed to establish their own trading
corporations to handle import and export within the range of their
jurisdiction. Decentralisation went a step further in 1984 when the
State Council decided to separate the functions of government and
enterprises.- Specialised import and export corporations and other
trading corporations become independent economic entities with full
autonomy within their business scope. They will also be solely
responsible for their profits and losses.
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The above reforms have led to a proliferation of trading
corporations at various levels and the venues for the outside world
to do business with China have multiplied. Instead of just dealing
with a few import and export corporations at the top, businessmen can
now talk direct to the local trading corporations, their agencies or
representatives, joint ventures and contractual joint ventures.
Illustration 4 is a diagram showing the existing foreign trade network
of China.
Import Procedures
Facing a growing trade deficit and dwindling foreign exchange
reserves, the central government, at the beginning of 1985, decided
to tighten control on imports. The main theme was one of recentralisation,
A much more tighter control on the use of foreign exchange has since then
been imposed by the State Administration of Exchange Control. Other
measures included the recentralization of the power to approve imports,
the imposition of import regulatory taxes, the requirement of advance
margin deposit for L/C opening, and increased supervision on the
negotiation of contracts. On some commodities, mostly consumer products
like TV sets and tape recorders, an import licensing system was introduced.
In effect, the local trading corporations and factories have lost much
of their power to import. The Foreign Trade Corporations and their
branch offices at the provincial and municipal levels, once again, regain
control over a large share of the import business.
So, two major conditions have to be satisfied before a certain
item can be imported into China:
1. The importing party in China must have the authority to trade in
that particular product. For an organisation which does not have
such authority, it would have to find a trading corporation which
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ILLUSTRATION 4
FOREIGN TRADE NETWORK OF CHINA
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has the authority to import the item on its behalf. If approval
to import or import licence is required for importing that product,
authorisation or licence from the appropriate body is required.
2. The importing party has to have the foreign exchange to pay for
the product unless the seller is willing to accept payment in
Renminbi. This will be further elaborated later in this chapter.
Foreign Exchange and Payment
Foreign Exchange
Renminbi is not a freely convertible currency. The country
pursues a policy of centralised control and unified management of
foreign exchange. All Chinese organisations in China must, unless
otherwise stipulated by laws or regulations, sell their foreign
exchange proceeds to the Bank of China. In return, they get a
certain portion back in terms of foreign exchange quota, which can
be used later on together with Renminbi to buy foreign exchange from
Bank of China.
Payment
Payment is perhaps the most critical consideration in any trading
activities. As a consequence of the tightened foreign exchange control,
availability of foreign exchange have become a major problem for Chinese
buyers who want to import foreign goods. There was a time when it was
easy to exchange Renminbi for foreign exchange at a higher black market
price. But such black market activities have been curtailed after
importers were asked to provide evidence showing that their foreign
exchange has been obtained from legitimate sources.
Therefore, there are plenty of Chinese buyers who are willing to
pay a higher price for imported goods if payment can be settled in
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Renminbi. As Renminbi can neither be exported outside PRC nor exchanged
to foreign currency, it must be totally spent within China. There is
really no point in accepting Renminbi unless one can spend it all on
local expenses or buy local products in Renminbi for export.
There are, however, three major problems in buying Chinese products
in Renminbi in attempt to export them for foreign currency. Firstly,
most popular items available in China are sold for foreign exchange.
Those goods which can be bought in Renminbi are unlikely to have good
market potential outside China. Secondly, many products fall under the
export licensing system and suitable export licences have to be obtained
before the products can be exported. Thirdly, delivery and quality
control problems are not so easy to overcome in China.
In view of the above, accepting payment in Renminbi is not recommended.
Besides the currency, we have to be very alert in the forms and conditions
of payments as well.
Open account and document against acceptance should be avoided unless
you are quite certain that the buyer in China has the foreign exchange
and the creditworthiness. Document against payment gives a little more
protection to the seller since, legally speaking, the buyer cannot take
delivery of the goods until they have paid the money. However, since
possibility of non-acceptance still exists, this should only be accepted
when the products involved are popular items which can be readily and
easily sold.
Doc mentary credit is the recommended--form of payment to ask for.
With a written undertaking from a bank, availability of foreign exchange
is assured. Normally, the seller will get his payment from the issuing
bank even if there are contractual disputes between the buyer and the
seller or changes in the financial status of the buyer. Unfortunately,
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as China has not yet joined International Chamber of Commerce, banks in
China do not have to conform to the rules stipulated in the Uniform
Customs and Practices for Documentary Credits although they follow
quite closely to the spirit of these rules.
Hence, no L/C issued by banks in China is truly irrevocable,
although not too many payment disputes have occurred. Moreover, it
may not be true that the seller can have no access to the goods before
they obtain the necessary shipping documents. It was said that there
had been cases in which the seller had taken possession of the goods
long before the documents were presented. In fact, it has become popular
for Chinese buyer to ask for payment against cargo receipt in their L/C.
The buyer will then have total discretion to issue such cargo receipt or
not after possession of goods. Sellers are therefore advised to strive
for payment against shipping documents. If not, then they should pay
special attention to the validity date of L/C which should allow sufficient
time for issuance of cargo receipt after inspection of goods.
Another important thing to watch out for is the typing mistakes in
the L/C. Because of the generally poor english standard in China, spelling
and typing errors are not uncommon. Sellers have to make sure that such
mistakes are amended before. delivery of goods to avoid possible non-payment
due to discrepancies arising from the mistakes.
Joint Venture Laws
Since sanitarywares are bulky products, it is logical that the plant
should be built in a location close to the market. The raw materials for
producing sanitarywares are readily available in China, hence several large
sanitarywares manufacturers, including American Standard, Salgo Engineering
and Keduang Industries have either built a plant in China or considered
the possibility of doing so. To take advantage of the preferential treat-
ment given to joint ventures and to make use of the prowess and local
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knowledge of the local corporations, most of these plants will be on a
joint venture basis.
Equity Joint Ventures
There is a set of laws and regulations governing equity joint
ventures using Chinese and foreign investment. The equity joint ventures
take the form of limited liability corporations in which Chinese and
foreign parties jointly invest and manage the operations. Foreigners
have to own at least 25% of the equity, but the maximum amount of foreign
ownership is not specified. Each partner's equity investment may be paid
up in cash or other assets, such as buildings, rights to use of a site,
equipment or industrial property, as well as knowhow.
A noticeable feature of joint ventures in China is the limited
duration of cooperation. The maximum life span of a joint venture is
50 years (just recently increased from 30 years), with an average of
10- 15 years. At the end of the cooperation period, possession of the
assets of the joint ventures will usually be transferred to the Chinese
party at no cost. As it is difficult to say for sure if one can recoup
all investment in a definite period of time, the limited life span of
joint ventures tends to discourage investors from entering into joint
venture agreements. It is expected that further relaxation in this
aspect will be implemented.
On the other hand, joint ventures enjoy certain preferential
treatments. They do not have to pay any income tax for the first-two
years and only' half of what they normally have to pay for the next three
years. Besides, they are entitled to import duty exemption or reduction
for the materials and equipment imported for the use of the joint ventures.
However, two recent developments may make it totally unattractive for
foreign investors to get involved in joint ventures in China. Firstly,
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the Chinese government have specified certain ratios between the
registered capital and total investment of joint ventures. For instance,
all joint ventures with investment below US$3 million has to have a ratio
of 1:1, which means that the full amount of investment has to be treated
as registered capital and cannot be borrowed funds of the joint ventures.
This will, no doubt, severely restrict the leverage of joint ventures and
lower the possible return to investors' equity. Another change, which
has appeared in documents for internal circulation, but not yet publicly
recognised by the Chinese government, is on the issue of depreciation.
Partly because of the limited duration of joint ventures, it has been a
practice that investors are allowed to repatriate their initial investment
through depreciation of the fixed assets. It appears that the Chinese
government will from now on distinguish between repatriation of capital
and repayment of loans, with the former being forbidden during the joint
ver iture period.
Contractual Joint Venture
There is another type of joint venture called the contractual joint
venture or cooperative venture. The liabilities, rights and obligations
of the two partners are stipulated through obligations of the two partners
are stipulated through negotiation and are-defined by the contract. Since
it is not specifically governed by the equity joint venture laws, it has
the characteristics of being simple and flexible. The common practice
is for the foreign partner to provide the capital, equipment and technology
while the Chinese side provides the premises, labour and services. Profits,
products or liabilities are shared in accordance with proportions laid
down in the contract. Foreign partners in contractual joint venture are
subject to foreign enterprises income tax which ranges from 20% to 40% of
taxable income and a local tax of 10%. Income tax for equity joint
ventures, on the other hand, is 30%, with a local tax of 10% of the
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assessed joint venture income tax, that is, the total amount of income
tax is 33%.
With credit tightened up by the central government, foreign partners
in most equity joint ventures or contractual joint ventures are expected
to provide most or all of the funds required. Since commercial legislation
in China is still incomplete, it is very difficult for banks to obtain
tangible security for loans used for investing in China. Normally a
guarantee from a PRC organisation is obtained by the banks to secure the
loan to the joint venture or the foreign partner. Last year, the State
Administration of Exchange Control (SAEC) announced that only a number
of approved financial institutions are allowed to issue foreign exchange
guarantees, and all other Chinese organisations have to obtain the specific
approval of SAEC before they can issue a guarantee for a particular project.
At' the same time, it has become more or less a rule that the Chinese side
will only guarantee 70% of the total investment or the foreign currency
loan.
A.S. a result, a strange phenomenon has arisen with the foreign investors
ruining around looking for an approved guarantor willing to provide a
repayment guarantee before studying the feasibility of the projects they
are going to invest in. It is strange but is probably the most sensible
approach in order to avoid wasting time and energy on projects for which
no guarantor and thus no bank finance are available.
Summar
The decentralisation in the foreign trade structure of China since
1978 allows China traders to approach the local corporations and end-users.
However, recent recentralisation makes it necessary for the businessmen
to deal with the Foreign Trade Corporations at state level once again.
Nevertheless, the two major conditions for importing an item into China
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are the right to import the particular item and availability of foreign
exchange to pay for it. And to ensure payment, suppliers are advised to
ask for L/C's. For the more aggressive companies with a long term
strategy, setting up a joint venture plant is a possibility, but, owing
to the increased restrictions over financial leverage and repatriation
of funds, this has become a less attractive alternative.
In the next chapter, we will look at the market characteristics
from a different angle, this time, more specifically, at the decision





In order to make our analysis more specific and profound, we shall
concentrate on hotel construction and renovation projects in our study
of decision makers and decision making process.
There are three types of investment:
(1) sole investment from Chinese Government
(2) sole investment from foreigners who are then allowed to reap
either whole or part of the operating profit within a mutually
agreed time limits
(3) joint investment from Chinese Government and foreigners who are
also allowed to share operating profit.
In (1), all the roles shown in Illustration 5 will all be under-
taken by Chinese except suppliers who may be foreigners when there
is a need to import material., As China has got a reasonable standard
of construction technology, it is a big saving of foreign exchange if
local professionals are employed.
In (2) and (3), foreign professionals are usually employed.
Foreigners are willing to spend more of their funds in employing
foreign professionals who are expected to give a better quality of
design and construction, and most important of all, a more expedited
construction schedule. Deferred opening of hotels will incur serious
cash flow problem and interest loss to investors.
Due to the Chinese regulation,, only local Chinese architect
institute can submit building plan for approval. When foreign architect
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ILLUSTRATION 5
THE HIERARCHY CHART LISTING DIFFERENT ROLES TAKING
PART IN HOTEL CONSTRUCTION AND RENOVATION PROJECTS
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is appointed, a Chinese architect institute must be employed as
consulting architect for approval purpose.
Decision Makers
There are many decision makers in purchasing hotel construction
material including sanitarywares. Illustration 5: the hierarchy chart
listing different roles taking part in hotel construction and renovation
projects is shown for clarity. It makes personal selling difficult
and complicated in dealing with more than one decision maker. With
limited time efforts, a successful salesman has to meet the right
people at right time, also talking about the right thing. The fact
that objectives and desire of one decision maker do not necessarily
co-incide with other decision makers further complicates the selling
job. For example, architect wants the best aesthetic design which is
unfortunately always not the cheapest developer needs to meet his
budget contractor requires quick delivery and simple-to-install yet
all these can contradict to each other.
For sanitarywares which can be classified under plumbing fixtures
or interior decoration building materials, decision makers possibly
include developer, project manager, architect, interior designer,
building services consulting engineer, main-contractor and nominated
sub-contractor.
Developer
Developer, as the one who pays, is always the most crucial and
influential decision maker who has the final say. There may be more
than one developer when there is foreign investment, in such case both
the Chinese Government delegate and foreign investor are developers.
Project Manager
There are independent professional firms which undertake project
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management on behalf of the developer. The objectives of such project
manager is to control cost, ensure quality and schedule meets preset
targets. Very often, the role of project manager fall.on an employee
of developer for cost saving. Having got power delegated from developer,
project manager is obviously an influential decision maker.
Hotel Manager
Hotel management chains like Hilton, Sheraton, Penninsula, etc.
have intensive experience in hotel operations. Standing from the point
of view of the one who operates the hotel, hotel manager can give
valuable advice in purchasing decision. Hotel managers are sometimes
invited to participate in purchasing decision, however, their opinion
serves only as a reference.
Architect
There is a significant difference between power of Chinese and
foreign architects. Chinese architects usually do not intervene in
purchasing decision of sanitarywares which is not, in their definition,
classified under interior decorative building materials, but plumbing
fixtures. To the contrary, foreign architects including Hong Kong
architects do select sanitarywares and recarmend to developers for
approval. Foreign architects are undoubtedly the second-to-developer
influential decision maker..
Consulting Engineer
Among various fields to which consulting engineers pertain,
building services consulting engineers are the influential ones.
Similarly, there are significant difference between power of Chinese
and foreign building services consulting engineers. In Hong Kong,
there are generally two types of building services consulting engineerE
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the mechanical and electrical engineers the former being in charge
of air-conditioning, fire services and plumbing. Due to heavy work-
load of these engineers in Hong Kong, mechanical engineers seldom
specialize only in one field. Apart from piping design for plumbing
system, mechanical engineers are not involved in selection of sanitary-
wares which is the job of architects judging from the aesthetic point
of view.
In China, mechanical engineers are distinguished into three types:
air-conditioning, plumbing and dynamic. Mechanical engineers pertaining
to specialty of plumbing are involved both in piping design of plumbing
system and selection of sanitarywares. Architects in China are involved
only in color selection of chosen models. Chinese plumbing mechanical
engineers are hence the second-to-developer influential decision maker.
Interior Designer
Independent interior designer is employed only in prestigious
foreign invested project. The color and aesthetic outlook of sanitary-
wares must be concurred by interior designers who are concerned about
matching to environment. Therefore, they have some influence in decision
making.
Due to budgetary reason, not every project can afford to employ an
interior designer, whose job can be undertaken by architects.
Consultin Architect
The present Chinese law does not allow foreign architects to submit
their building plans direct to the Government for approval. It has then
become a must for foreign architects to appoint local Chinese architect
firms as consulting architects for building plans approval.
The job of consulting architects has also been extended to guidance
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and advice of local building regulations with which foreign architects
may not be familiar.
For equipment selection including sanitarywares, consulting
architects usually have very little influence.
China Import House
For joint venture hotel construction projects, the joint venture
company has import right and usually enjoys tax free privilege. The
solely Chinese invested hotel construction projects, however, are not
entitled to directly import foreign equipment. The hotel office has to
appoint China import house or the importing department of import and
export corporations for importing. Hotel office does have choice in
selecting which import company to appoint. The more prosperous and
'open the city is, the less power will the import houses possess. This
is because the role of import houses as a bridge between sellers and
buyers becomes less important when buyers are more accessible to sellers.
Another reason is there are more import houses to choose from developed
cities.
Import house usually will not be involved in selection of equipment
Nevertheless, import house will form contract with seller and has the
right to call alternative offers for price comparison.
Furthermore, they have the power to stipulate contractual terms
and can never be overlooked.
Contractor
Contractors include main-contractors, nominated and domestic-
subcontractors. Foreign contractors may be required to include in
their contract the supply of sanitarywares. In this case, they have
to purchase from nominated supplier or domestic supplier the former
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being prescribed by developer and the latter can be chosen freely by
them. The contractual and decision making roles of contractor are
similar to those'of Chinese import house.
Local Chinese contractors have no foreign currency and have
absolutely nothing-to do with selection and import of sanitarywares.
Quantity Surveyor
The job of quantity surveyors is to budget and control job cost.
Sanitarywares suppliers are sometimes asked by quantity surveyors
indicative prices for budgeting. If formal tenders are called, the
price comparison is usually done by auantity surveyor.
Trading Company
If we have to sell extensively in PR China, we must not ignore
the channel of other trading companies. There may possibly be some
trading companies whose connection with developer is so good that the
developer tends to purchase everything from them. The developer's
indiscriminating buying decision can be explained by irrational likeness
and confidence or perhaps corruption. Sometimes, these trading companies
have no products expertise on what they are selling but merely buy and
sell. The role of these trading companies is diplomat who build up good
connection with purchase decision makers.
These trading companies may either buy directly from sanitarywares
suppliers and sell at whatever prices they can sell, or simply bring the
parties together and receive corrimission rebate from sanitarywares
suppliers.
There are also China trade employees who dishonestly act as middle-
man bringing business for other canpanies who will pay them commission on
a case by case basis.
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Decision Making Process
Referring to Illustration 5: the hierarchy chart listing different
roles taking part in hotel construction and renovation projects, a
sanitarywares supplier can act as:
direct supplier who enter contract directly with developer
nominated supplier who enter contract with main-contractor. Developer
will instruct main-contractor to buy prescribed models from appointed
suppliers at determined prices previously agreed by developer and
supplier. Main-contractor will then obtain certain percentages on
the sum as handling fees.
domestic supplier who enter contract either with main-contractor or
plumbing sub-contractor who supply and install the entire sanitary
drainage system. Selling prices will not be disclosed. Main-
contractor and plumbing sub-contractor will mark up their desired
margin on prices quoted by supplier. They are also free to choose
any supplier for submission to developer as part of their package
proposal. The relationship between developer and supplier is more
remote which render supplier more passive.
There are primarily two kinds of China trade of sanitarywares, the
first is selling directly to PR China and the second is selling to foreign
developers, main-contractors or nominated sub-contractors.
It has to emphasize that the second kind of China trade resembles
to a great extent the practices of local trade of sanitarywares to hotel
construction and renovation market. It was because the parties involved
are local ones with most decisions made locally. To the extremity, the
sanitarywares supplier may not be required to travel to PR China before
getting the orders. It can be treated as a local business with endusers
in PR China.
The decision making process of buying sanitarywares for note.
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construction and renovation projects can best be analysed by referring
to stages of these projects.
Stages of hotel construction and renovation projects are preliminary
design and costing, feasibility study, joint venture/finance contract
formation, appointment of professionals, subcontracting, construction
commencement, equipment purchase and installation procurement, testing
and commissioning, completion, handover, and operations.
Preliminary design and costing involves several group of professionals
including architects, engineers and quantity surveyors giving their own
preliminary design and costing for developer's consideration. Liaison
with architects and engineers at this stage is not essential but helpful
to some extent. If one's sanitarywares are fitted into preliminary design
and costing, one will have slight priority over others in eventual buying
decision.
Suppliers can virtually do nothing at stages of feasibility study
and joint venture/finance contract formation. Nevertheless, they should
pay attention to the development.
After joint venture/finance contract formation is finalized, developers
will immediately appoint professionals who have submitted their bids in
preliminary design and costing. After the appointment, suppliers should
liase closely with the appointed architect and engineer who hopefully will
fit the models into their design.
Subcontracting decision is jointly held by developer and professionals,
with the former on the commercial and the latter on the technical side.
Sanitarywares suppliers can be appointed as direct supplier who enter
contract directly with developer, this is common in PR China but rare in
local practice.
Decision of sanitarywares purchase can be delayed after construction
commencement. However, the purchase cannot be too late as delivery of
goods must be compatible with the plunbing installation programme which
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may possibly be under the critical path of the entire construction
programme.
For one reason or another, purchase decision is usually made at
the last minute or even beyond the dead-line limit. The negotiation
process of sanitarywares ranges from several month to couple of yearE
Unfortunately, there is not a rule or formula dictating who is
the most influential party and when is the critical moment for vigorous
promotion. It really differs from case to case and one must judge by
intuition plus experience. Perhaps, this is a reason why good sales
personnel are so highly paid.
Chinese Buying Mentality
Right after the opening policy was launched, China started her
trading with foreigners. Having lost contact with the outside world
and technology for so many years, Chinese were quite unaccustomed to
common trade practice. Some irresponsible foreign trading firms took
this advantage to overprice or even deceive. Chairman Deng Xiao Peng
himself has written: Foreigners may still deceive us or take advantage
of our backwardness.
There has been some changes in the buying behaviour since the
beginning of the opening policy. In short, the buying decision is now
more alert and preference is given to sellers with larger organisation
size which provides better assurance on financial strength and product
quality.
Starting from end 1985, there is an anti-Japanese trend which is
probably caused by the big trading deficit in Sino-Japanese foreign trade,
poor quality of some Japanese products sold, especially for motor vehicles
and consumer products and the discontent in poor business ethics displayed
by some Japanese firms.
Chinese are brand conscious buyers. Their compiicated decision making
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process makes them act on the conservative side to avoid mistakes. If
they find previous imports to be of consistent and durable quality, they
will tend to stick to that brand though it may mean that they have to pay
more. Selling the first time with no reference in PR China is the hardest,
contrary to the indiscriminate buying at the beginning of opening
policy, Chinese buyers nowadays require at least three tenderers bidding
in one project for comparison although there may subsequently not be a
fair selection. Having super-patience to bargain price, Chinese are good
price negotiator, sellers should always allow some room in their pricing
structure for price concession. Chinese do not feel that they are having
their best deal if no substantial discount is given. Also, higher prices
certainly not on identical products, will tend to create an image of
better qualit.
In negotiating prices, Chinese often ask for a quotation on a volume
much larger than they intend to buy. Chinese negotiator will typically
translate the quotation into a unit price and ask that the price be applied
to a small-volume purchase as well.
Sellers are always trumped by Chinese to cut the price to the bone
to get a foot into Chinese door, but such 'introductory offer' policy
can only be justified if there is a definite probability of long term
business and geninue profits later. Moreover, there is a serious danger
that too low an initial price will breed unrealistic expectations on the
other side of the talk and result in ill-will at subsequent negotiations.
Also, this low price may act as reference datum against future pricing
level.
As living standard of Chinese is very poor, Chinese inevitably
pursue materialism which can immediately benefit themselves and their
family. Gifts giving and entertainment are common practice. Bribery is
however not recommended as the recent anti-corruption campaign will not
only punish briberees but briberers as well to criminal extent. A more
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common and legitimate incentives and rewards for those Chinese who bring
you business is to buy them a business trip outside PR China either to
Hong Kong or overseas. Usually, these business trips are more for fun
than for business reasons. It is not uncommon that these Chinese visitors
will expect to receive some electrical appliances as gift for them to
bring back home.
Buying motives of Chinese buyers may not necessarily be based on
ultimate benefit of enduser and application but may sometimes bias towards
their own personal benefit. Conscious buying at higher prices for poor
quality is not uncommon in PR China.
Chinese customers do care for more concern and contacts from sellers.
Their buying decision is often very personal based on liking. It takes
much more time in personal selling in PR China than it requires in similar
market in other places.
With regards to technical products, Chinese wants more technical
details, usually more than what is required for purchase assessment. It
was because they are not familiar with foreign advanced products and
resort to technical details for better assessment and legal binding. Very
often, Chinese engineers and architects demand design assistance and advicE
which is outside normal scope of supplier. A successful seller has to be
prepared to provide these consultancy services. However, limit has to be
drawn to make this consultancy service an advisory nature with no
contractual liability.
Summary
In this chapter, we have seen that the buying process in hotel
construction and renovation market in China is very complicated, and the
Chinese buying behaviour is a very delicate matter which demands much
care and tactfulness on the part of the salesperson. This complicated
purchasing decision making process and peculiar buying behaviour, together
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with the other complications inherent in the institutional framework
analysed in the last chapter, makes marketing in China a most challenging
task. In the following chapter, some recommendations on marketing
strategies will be made to give China traders some insights.
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CHAPTER VI
ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES FOR ACHIEVING SHORT TERM
AND LONG TERM OBJECTIVES
Without a specific company in question, it is very difficult to
set precise objectives and strategies in the absence of internal
environmental factors and constraints.
For the sake of better formulation of our strategies from the
information obtained and illustrated in the preceding chapters, short
term and long term objectives are simulated as follows:
Short Term Objectives
That the operations has to be at least breakeven in the first year
and has to achieve net profits amounting not lower than interest of
capital employed.
Long Term Objectives
That the operation is allowed to suffer losses in the first and
second year with breakeven at the third year. The profits generated
in the fourth and fifth year should exceed the losses in the first
and second year by amount at least equal to interest of capital
employed.
Car non Strategies
The followings are strategies which are ccrmon to both short term
and lonq term objectives:
Product Strategies
As mentioned earlier that there is a sign of over-whelming supply
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of luxury class hotel rooms, it is expected that many planned hotels will
be degraded and there will be hotels in the medium class to be built to
fill up the gap between the upper and lower end of hotel'rooms supply
market.
Quality but expensive sanitarywares will no longer be the only choice
Since quality of Chinese made sanitarywares are presently still below
minimum standard of even medium class hotels, there is a- substantial marker
for budgetary sanitarywares package.
A good source of budgetary sanitarywares together with the quality
range will provide a full range of offer to the entire market.
Promotion Strategies
As Chinese customers are more personal biased. Personnal selling plays
the most important role in the entire promotion package.
Professional presentation is imperative in building up confidence from
Chinese who are strangers to foreign supply.
Promotional materials like catalogues, technical specification sheet,
installation manual, etc. must be adequate and presentable. Chinese
version is highly preferable as English standard of Chinese customers
is generally very poor.
As Chinese does not want to take risk as a guinea pig, job reference
is crucial. It is sometimes worthy to buy the first job by selling
at rock bottom prices.
Seminars are considered as good promotion media especially at the
products introduction stage. It is less costly than exhibition and
more closer to customers than direct mailing. During the seminar, a
group of right people are gathered to perceive all the information
flowed from organizers. To ensure sufficient right people coming,
it is recommended to pay to local institute, e.g. plumbing institute
for sanitarywares, for organizing such function.
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As living standard of Chinese is poor, entertainment, small gifts
and souvenirs giving are by all means ways in getting closer to
customers.
As office administration in China is poor, it is not easy to send
something without specific name. Direct mailing was found to be
rather ineffective.
Sales Management Strategies
More autonomy and authority should be delegated to sales personnel
who do not have easy access to their superior's instruction because
of communication problems between most places in China and their
head office.
As China trade field sales personnel are too remote to be controlled,
proper incentive should be given to enable them to work diligently
achieving objectives of the company. Commission computed from
percentage of profit can motivate sales personnel to endeavour
bargaining best prices in front of tough Chinese price bargainers.
Pricinq Strateqies
Documentary credits are always preferable. Open accounts should never
be acceptable unless under very special arrangement and circumstances.
Flexibility in pricing is imperative. Cost plus standard pricing
should just act as a reference. Competitors' pricing and clients'
budget are more influential to pricing determination.
Margin should always be allowed as Chinese customers with no exception
will expect price concession from sellers.
Reasonable amount on entertainment, aftersales services and small
contigent provision for unforeseen expenses should be allowed in
costing.
Be alert on quantity enquired by Chinese who may actually buy less




Nobody can geographically cover the whole China market which must
be selectively tackled. It is more sensible to give up some geographical
markets other than to over widespread resources which may come up to no
concentration at all.
Strategies for Achieving Short Term Objectives
The followings which are uniquely applicable to achieve short term
objectives plus the common strategies formulate a complete strategies
scheme.
Pricinq Strateqies
Pricing should be profit oriented.
Full cost accounting pricing should be used. Fixed costs and
anticipated annual sales should first be determined. A fix percentage
as overhead is derived and should be added as overhead cost on every
job costing.
Prices should be quoted in currency of purchase to eliminate risk of
currency fluctuation.
Promotion Strategies
Personal selling should be concentrated on key decision makers.
Less emphasis should be placed to projects with remote business
opportunity.
Frequent visits should be made to foreign trade corporation, i.e.
Chinese import houses which may provide immediate business opportunities.
Exhibition is deemed to be extravagant with return not justifiable.
Distribution Strategies
Geographical coverage should be very limited to ensure concentration,
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economy and effectiveness. Shenzhen and Guangzhou are ideal places
where distance, language, culture and travelling costs are all
favourable to Hong Kong businessmen. However, the market demand
for sanitarywares in Shenzhen and Guangzhou may not be sustainable
due to the forecasted over-supply of hotels.
Emphasis should be made to projects with influential parties located
in Hong Kong. Frequent visits and promotion should be made to local
developers, architects, consulting engineers, and contractors who
handle China hotel projects. Sometimes, sales can be concluded
without even going into China.
Strategies for Achieving Long Tenn Objectives
More investment and patience are permitted in achieving long term
objectives. However, contingent planning must be provided to react
promptly to the volatile China market environment and policy.
Pricing Strategies
Pricing should be sales oriented.
Variable cost accounting or marginal costing should be used in cost
computation.
Promotion Strategies
Participation in exhibition will promote company image. Some useful
contact points may also be generated during exhibition.
Establishment of liaison offices at important places like Beijing and
Guangzhou will increase working efficiency. For taxation purpose,
scope of these offices should not cover trading activities.
Better and more comprehensive after sales services or warranty should
be offered to promote goodwill. Words of mouth can be spreaded very
rapidly and extensively in China.
Chinese immigrants, who are more familiar with China, can be considered
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to be employed as sales personnel.
Appealing Chinese catalogues and promotional articles should be printed
and widely distributed.
Chinese design institutes which may provide good market intelligence
should be frequently visited.
Distribution Strategies
More geographical markets can be covered. Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou
and Shenzhen*are the four most important places that can not be over-
looked. Tianjin, Dalian and Xiamen are places with good marketing
potential that worth marketing research to explore to see if vigorous
promotion is justified.
Appointment of local Chinese trading corporations as dealers operating
in remote provinces can expand market coverage with minimum investment.
Summary
For some of the promotion and distribution strategies formulated,
a company has to invest quite a lot before it can penetrate into the
China market. It becomes very often a chicken and egg dilemma as to
the amount of investment in the absence of a generated or guaranteed
income. The fact that doing business with China is expensive especially
for travelling and entertainment costs requires China traders to sell
at higher prices in China. Unfortunately, competition always pull prices
down to the level which may not yield profit at bottom line figure of
the income statement.
Flexibility should always be allowed in these strategies to react




If we have to sur miarise the findings of the research in one
sentence, we would say the difficulty in obtaining accurate market
information, the intricate nature of the institutional framework, the
changeability of government policies, the bureaucratic or even corruptive
behaviour of the people involved, the lack of a complete set of commercial
laws and the spirit to be abide by it, and many other problems have made
it a difficult task to market a product successfully and profitably in
China.
In this paper, we have studied the hotel industry in China and
found that while many more hotel rooms will be built or renovated in
the next three years or so, the possibility of an over-supply in
international class hotels looms over some of the major cities in China,
including Guangzhou and Shenzhen. Some of the five-star hotels under
construction may eventually have to be downgraded and some others simply
left uncompleted. Based on this, although we see a substantial market
demand for imported sanitarywares in China for the next few years, a
word of caution is given on the possible decline in demand for places
like Guangzhou and Shenzhen in two or three years' time.
We have also outlined the foreign trade structure of China and
the import procedures. The right to import and availability of foreign
exchange are considered to be the prerequisites for importing an item
into China. The importance of asking for the right method of payment
is also highlighted. Then in the analysis of the decision making process
for purchasing sanitarywares, the degree of influence of each party
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involved is examined. Based on comments from the people interviewed,
we have also tried to describe the Chinese buying behaviour.
Having found the market potential and the limiting-factors imposed
by the institutional framework, the decision making process and the
Chinese buying behaviour, the writers made a few recommendations on the
strategies to be adopted in marketing sanitarywares in China. The
importance of personal selling is highlighted and the need to sell to
the right organizations or people is emphasised.
There are certain weaknesses inherent in the approach of this
research. First of all, choosing sanitarywares as the product to be
studied makes it difficult at times to generalise the findings. On the
other hand, without specifying a particular brand of product or the
characteristics of the company selling it, it is very hard to spell
out the appropriate marketing strategies to be adopted other than to
give some general pointers. Finally, in limiting our analysis of the
market potential of sanitarywares to only four major cities, we are
running the risk of losing sight of the rest of the market, which when
lumped together may represent a larger share of the total market demand.
The report will be more ccxnplete if we can have access to the
statistics of the import of sanitarywares into China. Another piece
of information which is of tremendous value is the knowledge of which
of the hotels planned will actually go ahead or which ones have been
allocated the necessary foreign exchange. But, of course, we have to
recognise the fact that China is not the easiest place for getting
such information.
The writers think the major contribution of the paper is that it
has condensed most of the basic information required for those who want
to market sanitarywares in China. It will also help them to understand
the peculiar buying behaviour of the Chinese. And finally, the suggested
marketing strategies should provide some clues as to how to crack the
China market.
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While it is true to say a lot of time and efforts have to be
devoted and numerous problems have to be overcome in cracking the
China market, given the fifth P of PATIENCE, mated with PRESEVERANCE
and a PLAN, then, assuming right decisions are made with regard to the
other four Ps, viz. PRODUCT, PRICE, PROMOTION, PLACE, there is every
chance of getting a reasonable reward in terms of the most important
P of all- PROFIT.
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APPENDIX 1
PREFERENTIAL TAXATION FOR EQUITY
JOINT FOREIGN INVEST IN CHINA
14OpenCities' OldUrban EconomicandAreasandOldUrbanAreasof SpecialEconomic TechnologicalXiamen,ShantouandZhuhal Zones DevelopmentZones OtherCities(a) (b) fell(c)













SurtaxonRemittance 10%chargeonremitted free freeofProtit sameas(a)amountunlesslocal
governmentgrantsreduction
Refundof ProfitTax 40%forreinvestedprofits possibleexemptionf r sameas(a) sameas(a)forprojectsoperatingot reinvestedprofitsforprojectslessthan5 years operatingotlessthan5 years








LocalSur-tax exemptionrreduction. exemptionorreduction,to be sameas(a)to bedecidedbymunicipal decidedbySEZcovemmentspeople'sgovernments
TaxonDividends, 1. Exemption,to be 1. Exemption,to bedecidedby 20%sameas(a)Interest,Rentals, decidedbymunicipal SEZgovernments (for pre-1986Royalties people'sgovernments contracts.(wherenooffice 2 10%for incomenotfalling MinisterofIn China). 2 10%for incomenct within1 above Financemaygrantfallingwithin1above 10%reduction)
Consolidated exemptedfor goodsmadefor sameas(a) sameas(a) sameas(a)Industrialand exportCommercialTax (exceptrestricteditems)
onExports
Consolidated exemptedfor proauction sameas(a) sameas(b) sameas(b)Industrialand facilities plusexemptionf rconstruction plussparepartsCommercialTax materialsandrawmaterials andofficesuppliesonImports
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